As the importance of maintainability for the energy efficiency of industrial plants is emphasized, thermographic inspection has been widely used as a key technique. However, the thermographic inspection cannot provide clear information due to the limitation of low resolution in inspecting wide areas where the worker cannot acquire data in close, such as hazardous environments and the ceiling with pipelines. Therefore, this paper proposes a resolution enhancement method for thermographic inspection in industrial plants based on deep convolutional network. The proposed network involves patch extraction and representation, non-linear mapping, and reconstruction. The proposed method was validated with 210 thermal images obtained from real cogeneration plants. Experimental results show that the method can provide the clear boundaries of instruments with an average PSNR of 32.51, which is superior than the bicubic interpolation of 29.92. The proposed method can be implemented in energy efficiency monitoring and automatic defect detection for thermal inspection in industrial plants by helping to detect defects that can be unchecked in low resolution images.
Introduction
As demand for electricity increases, the importance of the energy efficiency of an industrial plant becomes a critical issue. Chen et al. [1] demonstrate that the energy efficiency of industrial plants can be achieved through efficient maintainability. With emphasis on the importance of maintainability of industrial plants, many non-destructive evaluation techniques have been proposed as an efficient maintenance method to detect defects in industrial instruments. However, as industrial plants become larger and more complex, most nondestructive evaluation techniques require significant labor resources for maintenance. This may result in insufficient information for evaluation, which makes it difficult to achieve corrective action for defects at optimal times [1] . In addition, most non-destructive evaluation techniques expose the worker to hazardous environments by requiring them to closely approach and inspect the instrument [2] . In this context, thermographic inspection enables short but reliable inspection by allowing the worker to inspect energy efficiency for many areas at a distance without needing to access instruments during maintenance [3, 4] .
Despite the advantages of thermographic inspection, thermal images have limitations due to their low resolution. When inspecting areas of industrial plants where a number of instruments are installed, a thermal image with insufficient resolution cannot provide clear information on critical defects. This problem can cause the inspector to be unaware of a critical defect and leave the defect unchecked. Unchecked critical defects cannot only lead to energy losses of industrial plants, but also have far-reaching consequences. In order to ensure the resolution of the thermal data, acquiring data from close to the instruments is inefficient and impossible in pipelines installed on the ceiling or in hazardous environments that people cannot approach. In this context, it is necessary to enhance the resolution of the thermal image for thermographic inspection in industrial plants.
Over the past few years, some studies have been carried out to enhance the resolution of thermal images to address these low-resolution limitations [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recently, with starting with a study by Dong et al. [9] , the deep learning method has been successfully applied to improve the resolution of a single image, so many studies using deep convolutional networks have been actively conducted [10] [11] [12] . Choi et al. [12] have demonstrated that a convolution neural network can be successfully applied to thermal image enhancement. th International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction (ISARC 2018) Figure 1 . Network structure for super-resolution of thermographic inspection However, Choi et al. [12] used an RGB (red-green-blue) dataset converted to gray scale as a training dataset. This process cannot be applied to thermographic inspection that utilizes the thermal value of acquired data, because it can distort acquired thermal values guided by the RGB image. Therefore, none have studied the method that can enhance the resolution of the thermal image for thermographic inspection in industrial plants. This study proposes a thermal image enhancement method for efficient thermographic inspection of industrial plants based on deep convolutional networks. The proposed method was evaluated by using a thermal dataset obtained from actual industrial plants.
Methodology
For resolution enhancement of thermographic inspection, this study uses a deep convolutional network inspired by C. Dong et al. [9, 10] . The configuration of the network is outlined in Fig. 1. 
Proposed Networks
In pre-processing, the input image with low resolution is upscaled to the desired size of the highresolution image using bicubic interpolation. This study used only gray channel for the input image by extracting temperature value from raw images. After pre-processing, there are three convolution layers that are patch extraction and representation, non-linear mapping, and reconstruction separately.
In the first layer, patch extraction and representation operation extracts overlapping patches from the upscaled image and represent each as high-dimensio nal vectors. In this paper, we use a larger network with the filter number of the first and second layers, because a superior performance can be achieved by a larger network [10] . We applied 128 filters with a size of 9 × 9 in the first layer. Therefore, output is generated as a 128-dimensional feature map. In this layer, the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [13] is used as an activation function. In the second layer, each of the high-dimensional vectors from the first layer is mapped onto another highdimensional vector. This operation is equivalent to applying filters with the size of 1 × 1 . We set the number of filters as 64 in this operation. In the last layer, the enhanced output image is generated by aggregating the representations from the second layer. This layer operates as like the average pooling layer in traditional methods.
Training
This study used the 205 thermal images with resolution 480 640  taken from a cogeneration plant as training dataset. Figure 2 shows some examples of the training dataset. For training, the high-resolution ground truth images are cropped as sub-images with the size of 33 33 and the stride of 14. The sub-images are blurred using Gaussian kernel and sub-sampled by the upscaling factor of four. Finally, sub-images are generated by upscaling using bicubic interpolation with the same factor.
In the training phase, the parameters as weights and biases of filters are optimized in a way that minimizes loss. In this paper, mean squared error (MSE) is used as the loss function between input low-resolution images and the high-resolution images that are ground truths. th International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction (ISARC 2018) is reconstructed close to G by calculating the loss every time it iterates from end to end. The parameter optimization is held by using stochastic gradient descent with back-propagation. We used a learning rate of 4 
10
 for the first and second layers. The smaller learning late of 5 
 is used for the last layer as suggested in Dong et al. [9] .
Experimental Results
To measure the performance of the resolution enhancement, we employed peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The PSNR is the most common quantitative evaluation of resolution enhancement [11, 12] . For evaluating the proposed method, five thermal images from real industrial plants were used a test dataset ( Figure  3 (a) ). We compared the performance of the proposed method with bicubic interpolation which is one of the baseline method in resolution enhancement [12, 14] . Figure 3 shows the resolution enhancement results of the proposed method. We used the model obtained at and bicubic interpolation (c). This shows that blurry boundaries of defects and other instruments in input lowresolution thermal images can changed to clear boundaries through the method proposed in this study. Table 1 shows the quantitative results as average PSNR for test dataset. For each test image, the PSNR of the proposed method shows the superior performance over bicubic interpolation. Therefore, the results show that the proposed method for resolution enhancement can be effectively applied in thermographic inspection for industrial plants. 
Conclusion
This study proposed a method for thermal image resolution enhancement using deep convolutional networks, with the goal of providing clear information about instruments installed in areas where it is impossible for workers to acquire data from nearby, such as pipelines on the ceiling or instruments in a hazardous environment. The experimental results show that the proposed method could produce a far clearer thermal image of actual industrial plants. The proposed method is expected to help identify the defects of instruments that may not show up in low-resolution thermal images. In future research, we will focus on automatically detecting defects based on the improved data using the proposed method.
